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Abstract
Weak set theories are employed for set-theoretic speci#cation. We develop and explore type
inference systems for such set theories. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Type inference in specication
Speci4cation languages based upon some form of set theory are now quite common.
Z [4, 13, 15] and VDM [8, 6] are the most prominent examples but there are others.
All these languages require only some very weak fragment of ZF. In particular, Z
requires less than Zermelo set theory to formulate its set theoretical constructions and
for VDM some version of admissable set theory will do.
In addition to the actual set theory, these systems come equipped with an associated
type inference system. In the case of Z this is explicitly presented in [11, 12]. As a
consequence speci4cations can be type-checked in much the same way that programs
can. However, there has been very little theoretical investigation of such type systems.
Their most elementary properties have not been explored; indeed, even their formula-
tions are not entirely satisfactory. This is stark contrast to the highly developed type
inference systems for programming languages [10] and theories of operations based
upon the Lambda calculus [1].
The aim of this paper is to clarify some of the fundamental issues concerning such
systems for set theory. We provide a basic type inference system for set theory and
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establish some of its elementary properties. We investigate a central question concerning
the role of such systems in practice and explore the completeness of the type inference
system with respect to its host set theory. Finally, we consider extensions to this basic
theory which enable larger fragments of set theory to be the subject of type inference.
2. MacLane set theory
We employ a very weak theory of sets which is essentially ZF without replacement
and with separation restricted to 0-wF: It is known in the literature under two names:
weak Zermelo [5] and MacLane set theory [7, 9]. It is certainly enough to formulate
all the constructions of Z [3] and indeed for set-theoretic speci4cation generally.
2.1. The language of M
In order to develop expressive type inference engines for set theory we need to
postulate a richer syntax for the theory than the standard one. The syntax is given as
follows where we employ lower case Greek letters for wF, x; y; z; etc., for variables
and s; s1; s2; t; t1; t2; etc., for set terms generally:
s ::= x |	 | I | {s; s} | ∪ s |Ps | {x ∈ s · };
 ::= s = s | s ∈ s | | →  | ∧  | ∀x ∈ s · :
WF are formed from the atomic assertions of equality, membership and absurdity
by implication, conjunction and bounded universal quanti4cation. The set terms in-
clude variables together with terms for the empty set, an in4nite set, pairs, unions,
power sets and separation sets. We write FV (e) for the set of free variables of any
expression (term=wF) e: In quanti4cation and separation x =∈FV (s). Negation is de-
4ned as ¬,→. We assume the standard classical de4nitions of the other con-
nectives. Inclusion and extensional equivalence are also de4ned in the standard way:
x⊆y,∀z ∈ x · z ∈y and x ≡ y, x⊆y∧y⊆ x.
2.2. Rules and axioms of M
For uniformity and convenience, we employ a sequent style version of natural de-
duction for both the set theory and its type inference system. For the set theory, where
 is a 4nite (possibly empty) set of wF, we write
 M 
(or just  ) just in case the sequent is derivable via the following rules. We shall,
where no confusion can arise, leave out contexts and write axioms as rules with no
premises.
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2.2.1. Structural rules:
      
;    
2.2.2. Equality: In the second (the elimination=replacement) rule s and t must be free
for x in :
s = s;
s = t [s=x]
[t=x]
2.2.3. Logical rules: In the elimination rule for universal quanti4cation t must be free
for x in :


¬  

  
 ∧  
 ∧  

 ∧  
 
   
 →  
 →  
 
x ∈ s  
∀x ∈ s · 
∀x ∈ s ·  t ∈ S
[t=x]
2.2.4. Extensionality:
s ≡ t
s = t
2.2.5 Empty set:
∀x ∈ 	 · 
2.2.6. Pairing:
t = s1 ∨ t = s2
t ∈ {s1; s2}
t ∈ {s1; s2}
t = s1 ∨ t = s2
2.2.7. Union:
∃ x ∈ s · t ∈ x
t ∈ ∪s
t ∈ ∪s
∃ x ∈ s · t ∈ x
2.2.8. Power set:
t ⊆ s
t ∈ Ps
t ∈ Ps
t ⊆ s
2.2.9 Separation: For each wF [x]; where t is free for x in 
t ∈ s ∧ [t=x]
t ∈ {x ∈ s · }
t ∈ {x ∈ s · }
t ∈ s ∧ [t=x]
Since all wF are 0; this only yields 0-separation.
2.2.10 Innity: The set I satis4es the closure axiom
0 ∈ I ∧ ∀y ∈ I · succ(y) ∈ I;
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where the numbers are introduced by de4nition as follows:
0, 	;
succ(x), {x}:
We shall also assume that I satis4es induction given as
∀z ∈ PI · (0 ∈ z ∧ ∀y ∈ I · y ∈ z → succ(y) ∈ z)→ z = I:
This is a conservative extension since such a set is already guaranteed by separation
from a set satisfying the 4rst axiom. However, it is more convenient to take such a
set as basic.
Another slight modi4cation which will facilitate the construction of the type system
involves introducing the numbers as new primitives and replacing the above de4nitions
by the following axioms of representation:
0 = 	;
∀x ∈ I · succ(x) = {x};
where the syntax for set terms now takes the extended form
s ::= x |	 | 0 | succ(s) | I | {s; s} | ∪ s |Ps | {x ∈ s · }:
Such an addition is clearly a de4nitional one. However, it is necessary for formulating
the type inference system.
This completes our presentation of the set theory M. It is much less parsimonious
than the standard formulation of MacLane set theory which is usually stated without
set terms; the axioms guarantee the existence of the sets. In this form the unbounded
quanti4ers are required. However, the addition of unbounded quanti4ers is conserva-
tive over the present version of the theory since Maclane set theory only permits 0
-separation: this guarantees that any model of the present theory can be extended to a
model of standard Maclane.
3. A type inference system for M
Type inference systems are to be employed to reason about the types of
M-expressions and, ultimately, to establish that speci#cations written in the language
of M are well-typed. The following is the most basic type inference system for M and
arises naturally from its 4nite ordinal structure.
3.1. The system T
The types of the system are just the 4nite ordinals. However, to avoid confusion
with the natural numbers of the theory we use the following BNF de4nition.
 ::= i |P
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Judgements in the system are made relative to a type assignment context c which is
a 4nite partial function from variables to types. Such a c will be represented as
x1 : 1; : : : ; xm : m
where no variables is assigned more than one type. Since contexts are partial functions
we adopt the following convenient notation. Let c= x1 : 1; : : : ; xm : m be a context. We
write dom(c) for {x1; : : : ; xm} and c(xi) for i. Where v⊆dom(c), we write c  v for
the restriction of c to v and c\x for c  {y∈dom(c) ·y = x}. We write c⊆ c′ to indicate
that c′ is an extension of c: We write c; x :  for c∪{x : } (provided that if x∈dom(c)
then c(x)= ) and c; x :=  for c\x; x := , the updated context. We shall say that a
context c covers a term=wF e if FV (e)⊆dom(c):
There are two judgements in T,
c  s : 
c   prop
We write  for a judgement of either kind. The system is determined by the following
rules.
3.1.1 Structural rules:
c; x :   x :  c  
c; x :   
3.1.2. Propositional formation rules:
c   prop
c  s1 :  c  s2 : 
c  s1 = s2 prop
c  s1 :  c  s2 : P
c  s1 ∈ s2 prop
c   prop c   prop
c   ∧  prop
c   prop c   prop
c   →  prop
c; x :    prop c  s : P
c  ∀x ∈ s ·  prop x =∈ FV (s)
3.1.3. The empty set, power set and separation:
	 : Pi
c  s : P
c  Ps : PP
c; x :    prop c  s : P
c  {x ∈ s · } : P
3.1.4. Union and pairing:
c  s :  c  t : 
c  {s; t} : P
c  s : PP
c  ∪s : P
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3.1.5. Natural numbers:
0 : i
c  s : i
c  succ(s) : i I : Pi
There are some immediate derived rules for the other logical connectives:
c   prop c   prop
c   ∨  prop
c   prop
c  ¬ prop
c; x :    prop c  s : P
c  ∃ x ∈ s ·  prop
This completes the basic description of the system.
3.2. Basic properties of T
We consider some elementary properties of the system which parallel the results for
the lambda calculus given in [1]
Lemma 1. (1) If c and c⊆ c′ then c′ .
(2) If c then c covers .
(3) If c then c FV ().
Proof. By induction on the derivations. All are simple to verify.
The next is the standard generation lemma which forms the basis of a type-checking
algorithm: using it we can decide whether c by driving the system bottom up.
Lemma 2 (Generation). (1) If c s1 ∈ s2 prop then for some ; c s1 :  and c s2 :P.
(2) If c s1 = s2 prop then for some ; c s1 :  and c s2 : .
(3) If c {x∈ s · } :  then  has the form P and c; x :  prop and c s :P.
(4) If cPs :  then  has the form PP and c s :P.
(5) If c ◦  prop then c prop and c  prop (◦=∧; → ).
(6) If c∀x∈ s ·  prop then for some ; c; x :  prop and c s :P.
(7) If c succ(t) :  then  is i and c t : i.
(8) If c∪ s :  then  has the form P and c s :PP.
(9) If c{s1; s2} :  then  has the form P and c si : .
Proof. All parts are routine by induction on the derivations. We illustrate with (6).
c∀x∈ s · prop can only be the conclusion of a derivation whose last rule applied
is an instance of the structural rule of thinning or the rule for universal quanti4cation
itself. If the latter, the result is immediate. Suppose that it is the result of an application
of thinning:
c  ∀x ∈ s ·  prop
c; y :   ∀x ∈ s ·  prop
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We apply the induction hypothesis to the premise of the rule to yield
c; x :    prop c  s : P
We then apply thinning:
c; y : ; x :    prop c; y :   s : P
Note that if y= x the 4rst rule follows immediately since the 4rst assignment to y is
discarded.
Lemma 3 (Unicity). If c s :  and c s :  then  and  are the same type.
Proof. By induction on the terms using the generation lemma.
We also have the following admissable rules of substitution.
Lemma 4 (Substitution). (1) If c s :  and c; x :  prop then c[s=x] prop.
(2) If c t :  and c; x :  s :  then c s[t=x] : .
(3) If c[s=x] prop then c s :  and c; x :  prop for some .
(4) If c s[t=x] :  then c t :  and c; x :  s :  for some .
Proof. (1) and (2) are by induction on the wF=terms using the generation lemma. All
the cases are easy to verify. The last two parts are also by induction on expressions.
We illustrate with quanti4cation. Suppose that
c  ∀y ∈ s · [t=x] prop
Use the generation lemma, followed by the induction hypothesis followed by the type
rule for quanti4cation.
More insight about the system can be gleaned from the idea of raising a type
assignment context. Let c be a context. The raised context c+ is obtained by raising
the type of each variable by one, i.e. x :  is in c iF x :P is in c+. Similarly, where
de4ned, the context c− is obtained by reducing the type of each variable by 1.
Lemma 5 (Raising). (i) If c prop then c+  prop.
(ii) If c s :  then c+  s :P.
Proof. By induction on the derivations in T.
Let c; c′ be two contexts with dom(c)⊆ dom(c′). We shall write
c4c′
just in case for each x∈ dom(c); c(x)6c′(x): We shall say that a context c which
covers  is minimal for  if c prop and for all c′ such that c′  prop; c4 c′:
Similarly for set terms.
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Lemma 6. (1) If c prop then there is a minimal context c′ for .
(2) If c s :  then there is a minimal context c′ for s.
Proof. For example, suppose c prop: If c− is not de4ned then c is minimal. If
it is de4ned and c− 0 prop then c is minimal. Otherwise examine c−−. Obviously,
this process must stop.
3.3. Universes
We can now begin to explore the structure imposed upon M by this type system.
Inside the set theory we de4ne universes which are the set theoretic analogues of the
types:
Vi , I;
VP , PV:
For any type context c, consider the context for M which contains x∈V just in case
c(x)= . We shall also write c for this M context. We now indicate some elementary
properties of these universes. The following can be established by a simple induction
on the derivations in T.
Proposition 1. If cT s :  then cM s∈V.
We also have a form of foundation for these universes.
Proposition 2. For each type 
∀x ∈ V · x =∈ x:
Proof. By induction on the types. For the base case we have only to note that, by
numerical induction, ∀x∈ I · x∈ x↔ x= succ(x): For the induction step suppose that
x∈VP. Then suppose that x∈ x: Then ∃y∈ x ·y= x: By extensionality, ∀z ∈ x · z ∈y.
Hence, y∈ x∧y= x∧y∈y: But x∈VP implies y∈V and this contradicts the induc-
tion hypothesis.
Finally, we observe that the universes are cumulative.
Proposition 3. For each type ;
V ⊆ VP:
Proof. By induction on the types. For the base case we have only to note that, by
numerical induction, ∀x∈ I · x=	∨∃y∈ I · x= {y}: For the induction step suppose
that x∈VP. Thus x⊆V: By induction, ∀y∈ x ·y∈VP: Hence, x= {y∈VP ·y∈ x}:
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Proposition 4 (Inclusion). For all types 1; 2 there exists a type  such that type
V1 ; V2 ⊆V.
4. Stratied theories
In set theoretic speci4cation the language of set theory is employed as the host
language for the construction of speci4cations; type inference systems are employed
to type-check them. However, the set theory is also to be used to reason about the
properties of speci4cations. This raises a question about the legitimacy of proofs in
M: presumably, we would not want to obtain a property of a legitimate speci4cation
via a proof which contains illegitimate wF.
4.1. The theory MT
To be more precise about this we set up a formal system in which all wF are
well-typed. We shall write
 c 
if the sequent follows from the following rules. We adopt all the rules of M for the
logic but guarded by type inference side conditions. In fact we only need to explicitly
provide these conditions for the following rules:
c T  prop
 c 
 c  c T  prop
;  c  
 c  c T  prop
 c 
c T s: 
c s = s
The other rules remain as before but with the decoration, i.e.
1  1 · · ·n  n
   becomes
1 c 1 · · ·n c n
 c 
For the sets we adopt all the rules=axioms for the empty set, separation and power
set in their decorated form; the rules for union and pairing are now dropped. I is
still taken to satisfy closure and induction in their decorated form but the axioms of
representation are dropped since they are no longer strati4ed; these are replaced by the
standard axioms for zero and successor.
The following is still true: use induction on the derivations in T:
If c T s :  then c c s ∈ V
The following is established by induction on the derivations in MT.
Theorem 1. If  c  then  M .
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Theorem 2. If  c  then for each $∈∪{} we have
c  $ prop:
Proof. We use induction on the derivations in MT. For example consider ∀-intro-
duction. By induction, the premises yield both that cT x∈ s prop and cT  prop.
By generation, cT s :P and cT x : : Hence, cT ∀x∈ s · prop.
4.2. The theory KF
A theory which is intermediate between M and MT is the theory KF due to Kane
and Forster [7]. To introduce it we require the following notion.
Denition 1. A wF  is strati4ed iF c prop for some covering c. A set term s is
strati4ed iF c s :  for some covering c and type : A sequent   is strati4ed iF
for some covering c; c $ prop for each $∈∪{}.
Lemma 7 (Sub-formula). If e (term or w:) is strati#ed and e′ is a sub-term=sub-
formula of e then e′ is strati#ed
Proof. Use the generation lemma.
Denition 2. KF is the theory obtained from M by restricting the separation axiom
schema to strati4ed wF.
Obviously, KF is an extension of MT and can be interpreted in M. We shall explore
the other directions as a corollary to the following.
5. Stratication
Our objective is to show that any strati4ed theorem of M is a theorem of MT. To
this end we set up an interpretation of M into MT. The interpretation is given relative
to a type assignment context c: Let e be any expression (term=wF), and c any context
which c covers it. We de4ne the translation of e relative to c, denoted by
|e|c
by recursion on the structure of e. 1 As we proceed we shall establish, by induction
on the structure, that |e|c is strati4ed by c:
1 This construction is inspired by that of [5, 14, 9]. However, crucially, the current treatment of the natural
numbers is diFerent.
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5.1. The interpretation
We begin the translation with the following clauses for wF:
||c , ; (1)
| →  |c , ||c → | |c; (2)
| ∧  |c , ||c ∧ | |c; (3)
|∀x ∈ s · |c , ∀x ∈ |s|c · ||c; x:= if c  |s|c : P: (4)
In these cases the strati4cation of the rhs follows directly from the structural induction
and the rules of T. We next deal with the easy cases of terms
|x|c , x; (5)
|0|c , 0; (6)
|	|c , 	; (7)
|succ(s)|c ,
{
succ(|s|c) if c  |s|c : i;
0 otherwise;
(8)
|I |c , I; (9)
|Ps|c , P|s|c if c  |s|c : P; (10)
| ∪ s|c , ∪|s|c if c  |s|c : PP; (11)
|{x ∈ s · }|c , {x ∈ |s|c · ||c; x:=} if c  |s|c : P: (12)
Once again, by structural induction and the rules of T, each rhs is strati4ed relative
to c.
This brings us to the easy cases of membership and equality. For equality we want
to maintain extensionality; this demands the following has to be true:
(a) |s1 = s2|c↔|(∀x∈ s1 · x∈ s2)|c ∧ |(∀x∈ s2 · x∈ s1)|c
For membership we require the following logical truth to be upheld.
(b) |s1 ∈ s2|c↔|∃x∈ s2 · x= s1|c
Given our clauses for the bounded quanti4ers this leads to the following clauses for
equality and membership:
|s1 = s2|c, (∀x ∈ |s1|c · |x ∈ s2|c; x:=) ∧
(∀x ∈ |s2|c · |x ∈ s1|c; x:=); (13)
where c |s1|c : P and c |s2|c : P;
|s1 ∈ s2|c , ∃ x ∈ |s2|c · |x = s1|c; x:= where c |s2|c : P: (14)
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To show that the rhs are strati4ed we require a sub-induction on the type rank of
equality=membership statements where the rank of such an expression is de4ned as
rank(|s1 ∈ s2|c) = rank(|s1 = s2|c) = 1 + 2 where c  |si|c : i:
As we proceed, we shall prove, by induction on the rank:
For all terms s1; s2 and covering c; if |s1|c and |s2|c are
strati#ed by c; then so are |s1 ∈ s2|c and |s1 = s2|c:
Consider (13) and (14). First observe that by the main induction we may assume
that |s1|c and |s2|c are strati4ed by c: Then observe that the rank of any ‖c equality=
membership expression occurring in the right hand side of (13)=(14) is less than any
in the left. Using the rank induction hypothesis it is easy to see that in both cases the
rhs are strati4ed.
This brings us to the cases where terms of type i are involved. The central question
concerns the interpretation of membership in elements of type i: Given that we wish
to maintain the standard representation of the natural numbers, the only member of a
type i object will be its predecessor; 0 has no members. This leads to the following
clauses for quanti4cation where, by structural induction and the rules of T, the rhs is
strati4ed:
|∀x ∈ s · |c , ∀x ∈ I · succ(x) = |s|c → ||c; x:=i where c  |s|c : i: (15)
Next consider membership in objects of type i. Our general logical constraint on the
interpretation membership (b), leads directly to the following clause:
|s1 ∈ s2|c , ∃ x ∈ I · |s2|c = succ(x) ∧ |x = s1|c; x:=i where c  |s2|c : i: (16)
For equality, the extensionality constraint (a) leads to
|s1 = s2|c , |s1|c = |s2|c where c  |sj|c : i; j = 1; 2; (17)
|s1 = s2|c, ∀x ∈ I · |s1|c = succ(x)→ |x ∈ s2|c; x:=i ∧
∀x ∈ |s2|c · |x ∈ s1|c; x:=i ; (18)
where c |s1|c : i and c |s2|c : P:
Observe that, (13), (14), (16)–(18) taken together, ultimately yield that the rank of
the terms on the right is less than those on the left. By the rank induction and the rules
of T, the rhs are strati4ed. This concludes all the membership and equality cases –
given that the component expressions are strati4ed, all the translations of these atomic
wF are strati4ed.
Next we deal with the translation of terms involving type i objects. The above
demands upon membership lead to the following clauses:
|Ps|c , {x ∈ I · ∀y ∈ I · succ(y) = x → |y ∈ s|c;y:=i} (19)
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where cT |s|c : i;
| ∪ s|c ,


{x ∈ I · succ(succ(x)) = |s|c}
where c  |s|c : i;
{x ∈ I · ∃y ∈ |s|c · y = succ(x)}
where c  |s|c : Pi;
(20)
|{x ∈ s · }|c , {x ∈ I · succ(x) = |s|c ∧ ||c; x:=i} (21)
where c |s|c : i.
Each of the rhs of (19) and (20) can easily seen to be strati4ed – the separation
case (21) invokes the structural induction hypothesis.
Finally, we deal with pairing
|{s1; s2}|c , {x ∈ V · |x = s1|c; x:= ∨ |x = s2|c; x:=} (22)
where cT |si|c : i and V =V1 ∪ V2 .
Note that this makes sense by Proposition 4 and the fact that clause (b) for mem-
bership is maintained. By the main induction, the translation is strati4ed – given that
equality is. This completes the de4nition of the translation. Summarizing, we have:
Theorem 3. For each e and covering c,
|e|c is stratified by c:
Thus each expression is translated to a strati4ed one.
5.2. Soundness
We now establish that the translation is sound, i.e. theorems of M translate to
theorems of MT. Most of the work is contained in the following lemmata.
Lemma 8 (Equality). For any covering c:
(1) c |s= s|c;
(2) c |s1 = s2→ s2 = s1|c;
(3) c |(s1 = s2 ∧ s2 = s3)→ s1 = s3|c;
(4) c |(s1 = s2 ∧ s∈ s1)→ s∈ s2|c;
(5) c |(s1 = s2 ∧ s1 ∈ s)→ s2 ∈ s|c.
Proof. All are routine. We argue by case analysis on the types of the expressions. We
illustrate matters with (4) where c |s1|c : i and c |s2|c :P. Given the antecedent, the
de4nitions yield
∀x ∈ I · |s1|c = succ(x)→ |x ∈ s2|c; x:=i ∧
∃ x ∈ I · |s1|c = succ(x) ∧ |x = s|c; x:=i :
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Hence, by (3), ∃y∈ |s2|c · |y= s|c;y := .
Lemma 9 (Replacement). For terms s1; s2 and w: ; covered by c:
(1) c |s1 = s2→ ([s1=x]→[s2=x])|c;
(2) c |s1 = s2→ (s[s1=x] = s[s2=x])|c.
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the terms=wF. All the cases are simple to ver-
ify except those for atomic wF and these are direct consequences of the previous
lemma.
Lemma 10 (Lifting). For any c
c ∀x ∈ V · ∃y ∈ VP · |x = y|x:=;y:=P:
Proof. By induction on the types. The only case that is not straightforward is the base
case where we have to prove
∀x ∈ I · ∃y ∈ PI · |x = y|x:=i;y:=Pi:
We use numerical induction. If x=0 then we put y= {x∈ I · x = x}. For succ(x) it
follows from the translation that
|succ(x) = {z ∈ I · z = x}|x:=i :
Lemma 11 (Extensionality). c |t≡ s|c→|t= s|c.
Proof. We have to check each of the cases generated by the various combinations of
types for the terms. However, each case is immediate given the de4nition of the transla-
tion which has been framed with extensionality as one of the main
objectives.
Lemma 12 (Power set). c |t ∈Ps|c↔|∀x∈ t · x∈ s|c.
Proof. The case where c |s|c :P is straightforward to verify. The case where c |s|c : i
requires some work. By the translation for membership and soundness of replacement
we may assume c |t|c : i. In this case, the lhs unpacks to
∃ x ∈ I · ∀y ∈ I · succ(y) = x → x = |s|c ∧ |t = x|c; x:=i :
Given that c |t|c : i, this is equivalent to the rhs.
Lemma 13 (Union). c |t ∈∪ s|c↔|∃x∈ s · t ∈ x|c.
Proof. The case where c |s|c :PP is easy to verify. To illustrate the other cases
consider the case where c |s|c : i. By the translation for membership and soundness
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of replacement we can concentrate on the case where c |t|c : i. In this case, the lhs is
equivalent to
succ(succ(|t|c)) = |s|c;
which is equivalent to the rhs.
Lemma 14 (Pairing). cc |t ∈{s1; s2}|c↔|t= s1 ∨ t= s2|c.
Proof. The direction from left to right is clear from the de4nitions. For the other
direction assume that
c  |t = s1|c ∨ |t = s2|c:
Suppose that
c  |s1|c : 1 and c  |s2|c : 2:
Hence, in MT:
c c |s1|c ∈ V1 and c c |s2|c ∈ V2 :
Note that we require the additional assumption of the context c. Hence,
c c ∃ x ∈ V1 · |t = s1|c ∧ |x = s1|c; x:=1 ∨ ∃ x ∈ V2 · |t = s2|c
∧ |x = s2|c; x:=2 :
Hence,
c c ∃ x ∈ V1 · |x = s1|c; x:=1 ∧ |x = t|c; x:=1 ∨
∃ x ∈ V2 · |x = s2|c; x:=2 ∧ |x = t|c; x:=2 :
Let V =V1 ∪V2 . By lifting
c c ∃ x ∈ V · |t = x|c:x:= ∧ (|x = s1 ∨ x = s2|c):
Lemma 15 (Separation). c |t ∈{x∈ s · }|c↔|t ∈ s∧[t=x]|c.
Proof. By replacement we may assume that |t|c; |s|c have the same type relative to c
and we concentrate on the case where this is i. The lhs unpacks to
succ(t) = |s|c ∧ |[t=x]|c:
which is exactly the rhs.
Theorem 4 (Soundness). Let c cover the sequent  .
If  M  then ||c; c c ||c:
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Proof. By induction on the derivations. Given the lemmata we have only to check
the structural and the logical rules and the in4nity axioms. The former are clear. The
logical rules are all easy to verify except for the quanti4er rules: we illustrate these
with the elimination rule for the case where c |s|c : i. By induction we obtain
∀x ∈ I · succ(x) = |s|c → ||c; x:=i ;
∃ x ∈ I · succ(x) = |s|c ∧ |t = x|c; x:=i :
The conclusion now follows by the replacement lemma. The axioms of closure and
induction are easy to verify. For the representation axioms we have two parts to verify.
Given the de4nitions, |0=	|c is immediate. This leaves to verify the second. We have
to show
∀x ∈ I · |succ(x) = {x}|c:
The latter follows immediately by the de4nition of the translation.
5.3. Agreement
We now show that strati4ed wF and terms are, up to equality, preserved by the
translation.
Theorem 5. For each strati#ed =s and c which strati#es them we have in MT:
(1) cc  ↔ ||c;
(2) cc s = |s|c.
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the structure of the terms and wF. We begin with
the base cases of (1), i.e. equality and membership. We employ a sub-induction on the
ranks: it is easy to observe that where the terms are of the same type the new notions
of equality and membership are equivalent to the old. For complex wF we illustrate
with quanti4cation consider the case where cT |s|c : P:
|∀x ∈ s · |c = ∀x ∈ |s|c · ||c; x:=:
By induction, cc s= |s|c and c; x∈V c; x: ↔||c; x:=. Hence, c∀x∈ s · ↔
|∀x∈ s ·|c. For terms consider the case where cPs :PP. By generation, c s :P. By
induction, cc s= |s|c. Also we know from the nature of MT that c |s|c :P. Hence,
by clause (10) of the translation we are done.
Putting soundness and agreement together we have that M is a conservative extension
of MT with respect to strati4ed sequents.
Theorem 6. Let   be strati#ed by c:
If  M  then ; c c :
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Our proofs can be easily modi4ed to provide a proof that M is a conservative
extension of KF.
Theorem 7. (1) Let c cover ; . If  M  then; ||c; cKF ||c
(2) For each KF  and s and c which covers them;
c KF  ↔ ||c;
c KF s = |s|c:
Proof. Part (1) is obvious given that M is a conservative extension of MT and that
KF is an extension of MT. The proof of (2) proceeds as in the case of M but we
need to observe that we only employ the apparatus of KF since in the separation case
we only need KF.
6. Equality rules and completeness
For the type system of the Lambda calculus, TA, adding an equality rule, which
guarantees that the type of a term is preserved by equality, yields completeness [2].
We now investigate a similar program for M.
6.1. Equality rules
The equality rules take the following shape:
eq1
c   prop c M  ↔  
c   prop
eq2
c  s1 :  c M s1 = s2
c  s2: 
The type inference system Te is T plus eq1 and eq2. Observe that the generation lemma
now fails. However, we can always postpone the application of these rules to the last
stage of the derivation.
Theorem 8 (Postponement).
(1) If cTe  prop then for some  ; cT  prop and cM ↔  :
(2) If cTe s :  then there for some t; cT t :  and cM s= t:
Proof. By induction on the derivations. We illustrate (1) where the quanti4er rule is
the last rule applied:
c; x :  Te  prop c Te s : P
c Te ∀x ∈ s ·  prop
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By induction there is a wF  and term t such that
c; x :  T  prop and c; x ∈ V M  ↔  ;
c T t : P and c M s = t:
It follows that
c T ∀x ∈ t ·  prop and c M ∀x ∈ s ·  ↔ ∀x ∈ t ·  :
Now we can apply the eq1 rule to obtain the conclusion. For (2) we illustrate where
the rule for separation is the last rule applied:
c; x :  Te  prop c Te s : P
c Te {x ∈ s · } : P
By induction there is a wF  and term t such that
c; x :  T  prop and c; x ∈ V M  ↔  ;
c T t : P and c M s = t:
It follows that
c T {x ∈ t ·  } : P and c M {x ∈ s · } = {x ∈ t ·  }
Now we can apply the eq2 rule to obtain the conclusion.
6.2. Completeness of Te
We now show that Te is complete in the sense that according to Te every expression
in M is strati4ed. First we require:
Theorem 9. For each  and s and c which covers them; we have in M:
(1) c ↔ ||c;
(2) c s = |s|c.
Proof. The main induction is on the structure of the terms and wF. We begin with
the base cases of equality and membership. We employ induction on the ranks. We
illustrate with equality. We have to show
|s1 = s2|c ↔ s1 = s2:
We illustrate the equality case where c |s1|c : i and c |s2|c :P. By the rank induction
hypothesis we obtain
c  |s1 = s2|c ↔
∀x ∈ I · s1 = succ(x)→ x ∈ s2 ∧ ∀x ∈ s2 · x ∈ s1:
By numerical induction, ∀x∈ I · s1 = succ(x)→ x∈ s2 is equivalent to ∀x∈ s1 · x∈ s2.
By extensionality we are 4nished.
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We can now prove completeness.
Theorem 10 (Completeness). For each w:=term:
(1) If c covers  then cTe  prop:
(2) If c covers s then cTe s :  for some .
Proof. Both follow directly from last theorem.
Consequently, the addition of such rules make the type system Te undecidable.
7. More expressive type theories
Without the eq rules much of the set theory lives outside the type system. This
parallels the case for the lambda calculus where much of the language is inaccessible
if we wish to remain within the con4nes of the type system TA, whose only type
constructor is ⇒. This has led to the development of richer type systems for the
lambda calculus which include Cartesian products, recursive types, polymorphic types,
etc. [1]. In this section we begin to explore a similar program.
T imposes the structure of simple type theory upon M. A natural extension would
move us to the structure imposed by higher order logic. Consequently, we shall illustrate
the process of extending the type system by reference to ordered pairs and Cartesian
products.
Consider the standard de4nitions of ordered pairs and Cartesian products given in M:
(s1; s2), {{s1}; {s1; s2}};
s1 ⊗ s2, {x ∈ PP(s1 ∪ s2) · ∃y ∈ s1 · ∃z ∈ s2 · x = {{y}; {y; z}}}:
From a typed perspective, there would be no point in forming ordered pairs unless
they are composed of elements of diFerent types. To achieve this, since ordered pairs
employ the pairing construction, we need to be able to construct pairs from sets of
diFerent types. However, the type inference rules for pairs does not permit one to
assign a type to pairs whose components have diFerent types. A similar problem arises
with Cartesian products: under the above representation we require the union of two
sets to be well-typed even when the sets are of diFerent types.
7.1. A de#nitional extension of M
To set up the type system we employ a de4nitional extension of M in which the
ordered pairs and Cartesian products are added as new primitives. The syntax of terms
thus takes the form
s ::= x|	|0|succ(s)|I |{s; s}| ∪ s|Ps|{x ∈ s · }|(s; s)|s⊗ s
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We inherit all the rules of M for the other constructions. In addition, we require
axioms which govern ordered pairs and Cartesian products as new primitives. These
are dictated by the content of the above de4nitions but now taken as axioms. This
parallels the treatment of the natural numbers
(a) (s1; s2) = {{s1}; {s1; s2}};
(b) s1 ⊗ s2 = {x ∈ PP(s1 ∪ s2) · ∃y ∈ s1 · ∃z ∈ s2 · x = {{y}; {y; z}}}.
Let M⊗ be the theory which results from M by the addition of these new primitives
together with axioms (a) and (b).
Obviously this theory is a de4nitional extension of M. More explicitly, there is an
obvious translation (∗) of M⊗ into M which is induced by (a) and (b), i.e.
(s1; s2)∗ = {{s∗1}; {s∗1 ; s∗2}};
(s1 ⊗ s2)∗ = {x ∈ PP(s∗1 ∪ s∗2 ) · ∃y ∈ s∗1 · ∃z ∈ s∗2 · x = {{y}; {y; z}}}:
The translation neutrally passes through the other expressions so that if  is a wF of
M then =∗:
Theorem 11. If  M⊗  then ∗ M ∗.
The diFerence between two theories, one of which is a de4nitional extension of the
other, is so slight that they are for most purposes treated as one and the same theory.
However, the diFerence is important from the perspective of the type system since
otherwise we would not have Unicity.
7.2. The type system T⊗
We enrich T to cater for ordered pairs and Cartesian products. The types now take
the following form:
 ::= i | ⊗  |P
We adopt all the rules of T together with the following new rules:
s1 : 1 s2 : 2
(s1; s2) : 1 ⊗ 2
s1 : P1 s2 : P2
s1 ⊗ s2 : P(1 ⊗ 2)
Call this new system T⊗: All the basic results extend from T to T⊗: In particular, we
have the following extensions to the generation lemma.
Lemma 16 (Generation for T⊗). (1) If c (s; t) :  then  has the form 1⊗ 2 and
c s : 1 and c t : 2.
(2) If c s⊗ t :  then  has the form P(1⊗ 2) and c s :P1 and c t :P2.
Proof. We extend the induction of Lemma 2 in the obvious way.
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The Unicity lemma, the sub-formula property and the substitution lemma all remain
intact when extended to the new theories. All the proofs are routine extensions of the
originals.
We next introduce the universes determined by these types. Here there are some
diFerences:
Vi , I;
VP , PV;
V1⊗2 , V1 ⊗ V2 :
The structure of our universes is now quite diFerent and so we need to explore matters
more carefully. We still have the foundation principle.
Proposition 5. In M⊗
∀x ∈ V · x =∈ x:
Proof. By induction on the types. We have only to consider the new case, i.e. the
induction step for Cartesian products. Suppose that x∈V1 ⊗ 2 . Then x=(x1; x2) for
some x1 ∈V1 and x2 ∈V2 : Let y∈ x. Then by the axioms of representation for ordered
pairs
y = {x1} ∨ y = {x1; x2}:
Then suppose that x∈ x: Then x= {x1} or x∈{x1; x2}: Thus {x1}∈ {x1} or {x1; x2}∈
{x1; x2}. In the former case we have x1 ∈ x1 but since x1 ∈V1 , this contradicts the
induction hypothesis. If {x1; x2}∈ {x1; x2} then x1 = {x1; x2} or x2 = {x1; x2}. Suppose
the former. Then again we have: x1 ∈ x1.
The universes are still cumulative.
Proposition 6. In M⊗; for each type ;
V ⊆ VP:
Proof. By induction on the types. The proof is identical to the case of M.
In the case of M this resulted in a cumulative linear sequence of universes. This
is clearly no longer the case. However, the important property is inclusion, i.e. for all
types 1; 2 there exists a type  such that V1 ; V2 ⊆ V: While this is true in M⊗, the
proof is more tricky. First observe that we can map the old types to the new ones as
follows:
i∗ = i;
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(P)∗ = P(∗);
(1 ⊗ 2)∗ = PP(max(∗1 ; ∗2)):
Proposition 7. In M⊗; for each type V ⊆ V∗ .
Proof. By induction on the types. For the base case and the power set the veri4cation
is trivial. Suppose z ∈V1 ⊗V2 . Then by induction, z1 ∈V1 ⊆ V∗1 and z2 ∈V2 ⊆ V∗1 .
Hence, z=(z1; z2)= {{z1}; {z1; z2}}∈VPP(max(∗1 ;∗2 )) =V(1⊗2)∗ .
Proposition 8 (Inclusion). In M⊗; for all types 1; 2 there exists a type  such that
type V1 ; V2 ⊆ V.
Proof. Chose the maximum of V∗i .
7.3. The strati#ed theory
The language of the theory MT⊗ is that of M⊗. We inherit all the axioms=rules of
MT plus the following rules for ordered pairs and Cartesian products:
t1 ∈ s1 t2 ∈ s2
(t1; t2) ∈ s1 ⊗ s2
t ∈ s1 ⊗ s2
∃ x ∈ s1 · ∃y ∈ s2 · t = (x; y)
t1 ∈ s1 t2 ∈ s2 t3 ∈ s1 t4 ∈ s2
(t1; t2) = (t3; t4)→ t1 = t2 ∧ t3 = t4
We shall continue to write  c  for derivability in this extended theory. One can
show, by extending the original proof to these new rules, that:
Theorem 12. If  c  then for each $∈ ∪ {} we have
c T⊗ $ prop
7.4. Strati#cation
Our objective is to prove that any T⊗-strati4ed theorem of M⊗ is a theorem of
MT⊗ . One might expect this result to be forthcoming from the following:
M⊗
?⇒ MT⊗
⇓ ∗ ⇓ ∗
M
‖c⇒ MT
Observe that ∗ followed by ‖c yields a translation from M⊗ to MT and hence into
MT⊗ . However, this translation does not preserve the structure of all T⊗-strati4ed
expressions but only the T-strati4ed ones. Indeed the following fails:
If c T⊗ s :  then c∗ T s∗ : ∗
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In particular, the obvious induction on the derivations fails in the case ordered pairs.
From this translation we can only deduce that M⊗ is a conservative extension of
MT⊗ for T-strati4ed expressions whereas we require the result for all T⊗-strati4ed
expressions. To achieve this we extend the translation ‖c to the whole of M⊗.
We consider the obvious cases 4rst. Under the old interpretation ordered pairs and
were 4ltered through the pairing construction; now they are directly translated as new
primitives.
|(s1; s2)|c , (|s1|c; |s2|c); (23)
|s1 ⊗ s2|c , |s1|c ⊗ |s2|c: (24)
Everything proceeds as before until we hit the case of pairing. We now interpret
|{s1; s2}|c , {x ∈ V · |x = s1|c; x:= ∨ |x = s2|c; x:=} (25)
where c T |si|c : i and V = V∗1 ∪ V∗2 .
We can now deal with quanti4cation, membership and equality. We have to maintain
the representation axioms for ordered pairs and Cartesian products. We thus interpret
(|∀x ∈ s · |c , ∀x ∈ |{{s1}; {s1; s2}}|c · |[x]|c; x:=.
where c  |s|c : 1 ⊗ 2 and . = P(max(1; 2)); (26)
where s=(s1; s2). The interpretation of membership and equality follows suite:
|t ∈ s|c , ∃ x ∈ |{{s1}; {s1; s2}}|c · |x = t|c; x:=. (27)
where c  |s|c : 1 ⊗ 2 and . = P(max(1; 2));
|s = t|c , ∀x ∈ |{{s1}; {s1; s2}}|c · |x ∈ t|c ∧ |∀x ∈ t · x ∈ s|c (28)
where c  |s|c : 1 ⊗ 2:
Now we have to establish that the rhs are strati4ed. Consider (27). Suppose c |t|c : :
We take the rank of a translated equality=membership wF to be given via the rank of
the translated types under ∗. Thus the rank of |x= t|c; x:=. is .∗+ ∗ whereas the rank
of |t ∈ s|c is .∗ + 1 + ∗.
Finally we need to deal with the cases of the set terms. The following unpack to
yield the explicit translations:
|Ps|c , P|{{s1}; {s1; s2}}|c when c  |s1|c : 1 ⊗ 2; (29)
| ∪ s|c , ∪|{{s1}; {s1; s2}}|c when c  |s1|c : 1 ⊗ 2; (30)
|{x ∈ s · }|c , {x ∈ |{{s1}; {s1; s2}}|c · ||c; x:=.}; (31)
where c  |s|c : 1 ⊗ 2 and . = P(max(1; 2)): (32)
By extending the original inductions to the new cases we can show that
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Theorem 13. (1) For each e and covering c;
|e|c is T⊗-strati#ed by c
(2) Let c cover the sequent  :
If  M⊗  then ||c; c c ||c:
(3) For each ; s and c which T⊗-strati#es them we have:
(a) cc ↔||c;
(b) cc s= |s|c.
(4) Let   be a sequent of M⊗ which is T⊗ strati#ed by c.
If  M⊗  then ; c c :
Completeness also goes through in the obvious way: we need to add the equality
rules as before. Thus the whole theory extends to the enriched type system.
There are undoubtedly many other kinds of extension worthy of consideration such as
the schema types of Z but this extension is routine given the Cartesian product case.
In any case, we have done enough to illustrate the central issues which arise. The
important moral to draw from such extensions is that this approach to typed set theory
enables one to have the expressive power of set theory and that one can maintain the
standard representation of these notions, while preserving an appropriate type regime.
More adventurous type systems which involve dependent types and the generalized
type systems of combinatory logic [1] might be explored.
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